Achievements of RPF :1.

20.01.2018, a joint team of officers and staff of STF team BBS, and
GRPS/KUR apprehended 05 interstate dacoits near over bridge back
side of Sai Baba temple of Loco Colony, Khurda Road, who were
gathered with an intention to commit dacoity in GHY-CEN express,
with recovery of some incriminating articles from their possession. All
the offenders along with the recovered articles were produced before
IIC/GRPS/KUR, where a case vide No. 08/2018 Dated 21.01.2018 U/S399/402IPC and 27 Arms Act and they were forwarded in the Hon’ble
court of SDJM/BBSR for further legal action.

2.

On 22.03.2018 at about 11.30 PM Hrs, an information was received
from reliable sources that some unknown persons are congregated at
KUR end of PF No-04 BRAHMAPUR Railway station in suspicious
manner being armed with deadly weapons assembled near bushy
field. Immediately, officers and staff of RPF Post/BAM alongwith
GRP/BAM under the supervision of Inspector RPF/BAM
and
GRPS/BAM, conducted raid in the surrounding area of spot at about
02.00 hrs and able to apprehend of 05 no’s of male and one
suspected eunuchs person at the spot On interrogation they
confessed their guilty that they all were assembled with a plan for
committing dacoity in night plying train. During search, one country
made pistol, and cash Rs- 450/-, one steel gurukhi, knife and some
cash etc were seized and they were brought to GRPS/BAM and case
vide No.12/2018, dated 23.03.2018 U/S-399/402 IPC /sec. 25(1-B) (a)
Arms act and they were forwarded in the hon’ble court of SDJM/BAM
for taking legal action.
On 04.05.2018, 02 passengers (wife & husband) were travelling by
train No. 11019 Konark express Ex Visakhapatnam to Bhubaneswar.
At about 04.00hrs the said train was about to approach
Bhubaneswarstation, they were standing near the door of the coach
holding with hand bag and preparing to get down at Bhubaneswar.
Suddenly one unknown person from the near by Jhopri appeared and
snatched the hand bag containing 15 Tolas of gold ornaments, one
Lenovo mobile phone etc and fled away by jumping from the running
train. In this regard, GRPS/BBS registered a case vide No 65/2018
dated 04.05.2018 U/S 380 IPC and took up inquiry into the case. To
work out the cas, on 05.05.2018, officer and staff of RPF Post/BBS
along with GRPS/BBS conducted raid in Falikia Basti beside BBS
Railway station and apprehended 02 TOPB offenders with recovery
of stolen property valued Rs 05 lakhs
and 02 persons were
connected in the above GRPS/BBS case and both were forwarded to
the Hon’ble court for legal action.
RPF/POST/BBS :- On 08.06.2018, officers and staff of RPF Post BBS rescued 08 minor boys, all are residents of
Peon pada, PS- Phulabani, dist- Kandhamala, Odisha from BBS Railway station. The rescued minor children were
handed over to NGO Organisation Ruchika Social Organization, Sriram Nagar Bhubaneswar for their further
rehabilitation.

3.

4.

5.

On 18.05.2018, an information was received regarding lying of one
unclaimed trolley/airbag in coach No. S/8 of train No. 12864 DN,
Yeshwantpur-Howrah Express. Immediately, officers and staff of RPF
Post KUR attended the said train at KUR Railway station and
recovered the said unclaimed bag and it was brought to RPF Post KUR
and informed to Narcotics Control Bureau, Bhubaneswar. On
21.05.2018, NCB,Bhubaneswar opened the bag and found 05 nos. of
scotch taped packets containing Cannabis (GANJA) weighing about 10
kgs worth Rs. 60,000/-, The said bag was handed over to NCB,
Bhubaneswar for further disposal.

6.

On 15&16.07.2018, a joint team of STF/BBS and GRPS/BBS
apprehended 05 offenders from Falikia Basti, who were gathered
near outer signal near to Falikia Basti of BBS Railway station in a view
to commit dacoity in trains, with recovery of some incriminating
articles from their possession. The apprehended persons were
produced before IIC/GRPS/BBS, who registered a case vide No.
104/2018 Dated 15.07.2018 U/S 399/402 IPC & 25 Arms Act and
forwarded them in the Hon’ble court for further legal action.

7.

On 24.07.2018, STF/PS/KUR, STF/Puri along with GR(OP)PUI staff
apprehended 03 TOPF offenders (including one woman) in Puri
Railway station who were indulged in commission of theft of mobile
phones of a passengers, with recovery of 20 mobile phones and cash
Rs.13100/- , (Total valued Rs 2,33,100/-) from their possession.
Hence all were brought to GR(OP)PUI and in regard GRPS/KUR
registered a case vide No-77/2018 dtd-24.07.2018 U/S-392/34 IPC and
forwarded them in the Hon’ble Court of SDJM/Puri for taking legal
action.
On 25.07.2018, during conducting joint raid & search by Officers and
Staff of GRPS/BBS, STF Team(RPF)/ BBS and STF/PS/KUR to work out
the case of GRPS/BBS vide Case No.109/2018 Dtd.24.07.18 U/s 392
IPC, apprehended 04 offenders with recovery of mobile phones
worth Rs.40,000/- from backside of P-Way office of BBS, Railway
Station who were indulged in commission of theft of one M.I Note-3
Mobile phone of a passenger from the 2nd Class Waiting Hall of BBS
Railway station. All the four apprehended persons were brought to
GRPS/BBS and produced before IIC/GRPS/BBS, who connected them
with case No. 109/2018 Dt.24.07.18 U/s 392 IPC and forwarded in the
Hon’ble court of SDJM/BBS for legal action.
On 02.08.18, on the basis of source of information regarding
transportation of Ganja in coach No.S-5 of T/No.18449 [PuriDarbhanga Express], OC RPF JJKR along with staff conducted surprise
check in that train on arrival at JJKR Railway Station on PF No.02 and
recovered one big trolley bag [bulecolour] from the lavatory of the
said coach containing 10 packets Ganja weighing of each packet 01 kg,
valued about Rs-30,000/-Accordingly mater was informed to In charge
of Excise department of JJKR and handed over the recovered
material to them for further action.

8.

9.

10.

On 05.08.18 the train escorting party noticed 06 unclaimed bags in
between coach No S-8 & 9 of T/No.12840 DN CEN- HWH Mail at
Balugaon On arrival at Khurda Road, the said bags was recovered and
brought to the RPF/POST/KUR intimating the matter to GRPS/KUR as
the bags are in closed condition and suspecting ‘GANJA’ On 07.08.18,
NCRB staff of BBS attended RPF Post/KUR found Ganja in all the 06
bags. In this connection a case has been registered by NCRB/BBSR
vide case No.10/2018/NCRB/BBSR dated 07.08.2018 U/S 67 NDPS
Act.

11.

On 30.9.2018, acting upon source information, a joint team of officers
and staff of STF and GRPS/KUR apprehended 05 TOPB offenders
while they were congregating at the Km No- 455/47A back side of
goomty No-04 near mania Chhaka, Puri end of Khurda Road railway
station equipped with deadly weapons in a view to commit dacoity in
train No- 58131 ROU-PUI passenger. All the apprehended offenders
were brought to GRPS/KUR. In this regard, IIC/GRPS/KUR registered a
case vide No. 93/2018 U/S 399/402 IPC dtd.01.10.2018. Out of 05
offenders, 03 offenders were also connected in prior case No.92/18
dtd.28.9.2018 U/S 380 IPC in connection with theft of one JIVI mobile,
one spice mobile from train No.18409 on dated 28.9.2018 at KUR
railway station. All the 05 offenders were forwarded to the Hon’ble
court of JMFC(O)/BBSR for legal action.

12.

On 29.10.2018, a joint team of RPF/STF/Team/BBS and GRPS/BBS
conducted raid at BBS Railway station premises and nabbed 04
persons associated/engaged in gambling from Auto parking area in
front of City bus stand road of BBS railway station. All the
apprehended persons were brought to GRPS/BBS where a case vide
No-164/2018 dtd 29.10.2018 U/S-03 OPG (Orissa prevention of
Gambling) Act was registered against them and forwarded in the
Hon’ble of SDJM/BBS for legal action.
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